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Kingdon Capital IT Group increases first-call 
resolution by 95%



KINGDON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC

CHALLENGE
The IT Group at Kingdon Capital Management is in charge of providing crucial 
system support to international traders around the clock as well as managing the 
company’s IT infrastructure during business hours. The group consists of 4 support 

tops and 25 servers.

The primary challenge facing the IT Group is performing all of their work - from 
common tasks to resolving a gamut of issues - without disturbing the users, whose 
uninterrupted workflow is critical to the daily operation of the busy securities 
trading firm in New York City.

and navigate multiple floors in order to perform common tasks and troubleshoot 

SOLUTION
“It was essential for us to find a system management solution that would allow us 

Support fast-paced trading 
floor environment

Frequent travel to individual
machines

Support users without 
interrupting them

Diagnose issues with more 
speed and precision

Frequent calls from users with
problematic machines

THE CHALLENGE

Increased first-call resolution
by 95%

Reduced on-site visits

Execute tasks & solve issues 
with minimal or no user 
interaction

Fast access to real-time 
in-depth, system/user 
information in a drilldown 
GUI

Proactive monitoring of 
problematic machines 

GOVERLAN’S SOLUTION

 PROVIDE UNOBTRUSIVE SUPPORT ON TRADING FLOOR

After evaluating other solutions, the IT Group chose 

several years ago and most provided some variation of 
remote access, but there were limitations on what you 
could do once connected and the performance was often 
terrible and intrusive. Goverlan was the first product that 

diagnostics with a light foot print,” added Rooney.

With small (<5MB) agents that can be automatically 
installed and maintained, the team could get started 
putting Goverlan to work.  

RESULTS
The IT Group now uses the powerful remote access capabilities of Goverlan’s Remote Control to access their systems 
quickly and securely and the Goverlan Suite’s extended remote management features to perform support tasks and 
resolve issues. “Having the ability to take over a user’s desktop saves us time of traveling between floors as well as 

cult issues,” noted Rooney.      

THE IT GROUP INCREASES FIRST-CALL RESOLUTION BY 95%
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“With Goverlan we’ve increased our first-call resolution by 95%. In many cases we can 
also perform tasks in the background with minimal or no interruption to the user, who 
can continue to use their phone or manage papework undisturbed. Before Goverlan, 
we had to visit each user’s desktop and interrupt their workflow as we worked at their 
computer to resolve the issue,” he added.      

 “We now have the ability to 
drill down into various aspects 

of the desktop OS when 
troubleshooting issues, which 

greatly expedites and 
streamlines our process.”

The IT Group

“With Goverlan we’ve 
increased our first-call 

resolution by 95%. In many 
cases we can also perform 

tasks in the background 
with minimal or no 

interruption to the user.”

The IT Group

Goverlan’s fast access to real-time, detailed machine/user information - without the need for user interaction - has 
made the IT Group better able to respond to support calls by getting to the root cause of the problem with more 

real time and get a clear picture of the status of a machine. “We now have the ability to drill down into various 
aspects of the desktop OS when troubleshooting issues, which greatly expedites and streamlines our process. 
When we access a machine, we’ll go through and drill down on their machine and take a look at what processes 
and programs are running, and we can also check things like system stats and memory utilization. In our 
fast-paced environment, being able to see everything that is happening at a machine allows us to hit the ground 
running,” elaborated Rooney.       

CONCLUSION
The Kingdon Capital Management IT Group has made Goverlan an integral element in their mission of supporting 

continues to get better with each new version and has become a staple in our environment,” concluded Rooney.      

ABOUT KINGDON CAPITAL
Founded in 1983 by Mark Kingdon, Kingdon Capital Management 

firm’s specialized investment research teams are focused by industry,
region or asset class and its investment approach incorporates
top-down macroeconomic and bottom-up fundamental research with a
focus on liquidity, diversification and dynamic exposure management.
The firm’s diverse global client base includes prominent endowments,

financial institutions, with managed assets totaling $2.6 billion.
www.kingdon.com

ABOUT GOVERLAN
Goverlan Inc, the creators of Goverlan REACH®, is a leading provider 
of systems management software. Goverlan's solutions are entirely 
implemented and managed from within the client’s infrastructure, 
thereby fostering security, integrity and control. www.goverlan.com      
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